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Pretend!

Darby BoIngg and Bloopee went to see their
friend Droplette, who is a “helper” at the
Leukemia & Lymphoma society. She visits hospitals
and classrooms and teaches people about
Leukemia and lymphoma and how they can help
the kids that are not well.

Darby!

Hi, Friends!

Get ready to read a fun

story with me and my friend

Bloopee. We will help you

understand what leukemia

and lymphoma are all about.

And we’ve got some games

for you, too! So pull up A

chair, grab a pencil and make

this adventure your own!

    This book belongs to:

pretend!

DISCLAIMER. This book provides information about leukemia, lymphoma and related issues. This 
information is not intended to be used for the diagnosis or treatment of  a health problem or as a substitute for 
consulting a licensed health professional. Consult with a qualified physician or healthcare practitioner to 
discuss specific individual health needs and to professionally address personal medical concerns. For more 
information on leukemia, lymphoma, Hodgkin’s disease and myeloma symptoms visit lls.org/gat.



Claytown
School



Now that Darby, Droplette and Bloopee
are in the classroom, they take time to
explain Leukemia and lymphoma.



Sally helps the leukemia
& lymphoma society by
volunteering to be an
honored patient!

Say the name of each picture.
Write each word on the line.
Then circle the words hidden
in the puzzle.



pretend!

There are a lot of big words that go
along with leukemia and lymphoma.
Help Bloopee, Darby and Droplette
by reading the words and what they
mean, and then color the page!



Place a sticker on Darby’s face
after you have read the question.

Claytown
School

Help Darby BoIngg and Bloopee find the
CLaytown school where they meet Droplette
and learn about leukemia and lymphoma!
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Connect the dots to make a picture
and then color one of the
characters from this book!
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